Zaha is victorious in Vilnius with Guggenheim designs: Hadid has beaten fellow global stars Daniel Libeskind and Massimiliano Fuksas to win the competition to design the new museum in Lithuania. [Images of all 3] The Architects’ Journal (UK)

First images of Taiwan architect-designed Next-Gen20 villas released: 20 architects designing 20 villas on the island. -- MVRDV; Kenzo Kuma; Julien De Smedt; Fernando Menis; Grafit; Haim Suh; Akihisa Hirata; IsNi; Toshiko Mori; Young Ho Chang; David Chun-Tai Tseng; Shu-Chang Kung; Irving Hsin-Hui Huang; Ray Chen; Jay Wen-Chieh Chiu; Yu-Tung Liu [Images] - BD/Building Design (UK)

Foster + Partners Moscow scheme in trouble: Court ruling threatens future of £415m Zaryadye project [Images] - Building (UK)

Bureaucracy brought to book: National libraries are always hard work...The latest furore is happening in Prague...The problem has been the politicians...one gets the impression that this project means the world to him, a finale to a strange and celebrated career. He just wants to be judged when it is finished, not before it has started. By Edwin Heathcote -- Jan Kaplicky/Future Systems - Financial Times (UK)

The new face of retail: LEED for Retail introduces green principles to a new breed of buildings...could have significant impacts on the retail building market. - Sustainable Industries Journal

In the beginning was the bestseller: Is this the world’s finest bookshop? Selexyz Dominicanen...is housed in the thrilling setting of a 13th-century Dominican church...the Maastricht bookshop is Merix + Girod’s finest work...its architects deserve a blessing. By Jonathan Glancey -- Merix + Girod [Images] - Guardian (UK)

Industrial Revolution, Take Two:...with his “Cradle to Cradle” philosophy, architect William McDonough wants to usher in a new Industrial Revolution. No sacrifices necessary, just smart design. [link to slide show] - Vanity Fair

Natural Phenomenon: Renzo Piano and the greenest museum ever built...California Academy of Sciences, in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park...[Images] - Vanity Fair

Museums sprout ‘green’ architecture: A wave of energy-efficient architecture...is sweeping through public showcases. -- Steven Holl: Workshop Hakomori Yantrasast (wHY); IKM [Images] - Christian Science Monitor
Designers of Orlando's arts center promote radical concept for new performance space. Organizers scrutinize cutting-edge plans for the new Dr. P. Phillips Orlando Performing Arts Center (DPAC). -- Barton Myers; Richard Pilbrow/Theatre Projects Consultants- Orlando Sentinel (Florida)

£7.2m red glass hotel finally gets go-ahead: ...to be built in Glasgow city centre, development will help the area emerge from the "doldrums" of recent years and will improve safety for people walking to the Clyde. -- Young and Gault [image]- Evening Times (Scotland)

Houston's new park combines green space, amenities: Discovery Green, the 12-acre, $122 million park that opens April 13, represents Houston's changing self-image. -- Hargreaves Associates; PageSoutherlandPage [slide show]- Houston Chronicle

Stewardship of Campus Identity — Who Decides and How? ...the architect often confronts a difficult question: Who owns the idea of what the campus means? Who speaks for the whole university? By Mark McVay/SmithGroup- The Chronicle of Higher Education

The New York Canon: 1968-2008: Where the mightiest towers meet the most delicate details...we just don't live in a design-poor city. By Justin Davidson -- Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; Minoru Yamasaki; Hugh Stubbins; Paul Rudolph; Peter Eisenman; Noguchi; Philip Johnson; Polshek Partnership; Helpern Architects; Gehry; Platt Byard Dovell; Tod Williams Billie Tsien; Richard Meier; Yoshio Taniguchi; Norman Foster; Renzo Piano; Herzog & de Meuron; SANAA- New York Magazine
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